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Social web tools will locate and trace the 

appropriate data stream for space and time. 

Timestamps and location-aware information 

from Twitter, Facebook, Yelp, and Foursquare 

will be analyzed.

In order to close the feedback loop, both the 

robots and the dashboards will provide links 

to more robust content. In particular, we are 

exploring ways in which timely information

from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 

and other organizations would benefit these 

response mechanisms.

Responding to specific social media updates, 

these robots (known as “bots”) will reply to 

whoever initiates the update. The bot response 

will notify the user about recent issues and

encourage the participant to engage further 

on one of the partner websites to learn more 

about foodborne illnesses.

The major focus of our work is on this 

dashboard system. The system will 

allow for different levels of participation 

from users, a curious browser, affected 

reported, and active reviewer.

The social media stream pulls keywords and 

clusters related to foodborne illness preset 

by the system. It also displays invalid, valid, 

and pending reports. A user can locate the

posts on the map and choose to login as 

an active reviewer to submit the post for 

further validation.

tag cloud
The tag cloud is animated and displays 

keywords and clusters from the social 

stream. The scale of words indicates the 

amount of usage in posts. A curious browser 

can add words of relevance to the tag cloud.

The map displays possible outbreaks by 

showing confirmed and unconfirmed 

reports. A curious user can search various

locations within the U.S. The active reviewer 

can track, find, share, and save multiple 

outbreaks based on location.

The timeframe graph displays confirmed 

and un-confirmed reports correlated with 

time and the location. All users can interact 

with the timeframe graph to display data 

from the past, going back 14 days.

The report submission form is for affected 

reporters, they can chose to submit as a 

guest or create a reviewer profile. In the 

report submission form the affected reporter 

provides detailed information about their 

case and publishes it to the system.
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BOTBOT
@sickgirl what are your symptoms?

Source: NEJM 2009 Brownstein et al. 
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